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From the Editor
By Eric Berg

W

elcome to the April Edition of Santa Barbara
Lawyer. Now that we are four issues into the new
year, it seems like a good time to let you know
what’s going on here at the Magazine, as well as share some
thoughts on this month’s issue.
The most frequent reaction I’ve received as Editor has
been, “We need a more diverse group of authors.” The second most frequent reaction I’ve received has been, “I really
don’t have the time to submit anything.” So typically when
someone asks what’s involved in editing the Magazine, I tell
them that it largely consists of managing reaction number
one and reaction number two.
That is why I am pleased to report that we are starting to
benefit from the wisdom and insight of new contributors to
our publication. Many of them are not lawyers, but rather
professionals who we rely upon every day to educate us
and make us look good in front of our clients. This is one of
the ways we are trying to make the magazine more useful
and relevant to your practice. So if you find yourself among

the time-crunched potential authors referenced
above, we’d be grateful
if you would reach out to
a professional who you
hold in particularly high
regard and see if he or
she would like to submit
an article for publication.
It helps us stay informed,
and it is good and easy
exposure for the author.
This month’s issue
hews nicely to this theme.
Eric Berg
New contributors offer
practical advice on keeping electronic data secure, business valuation, and marketing. Our stellar attorney contributors keep you current
on recent developments in criminal law, family law and
mediation. And April’s Edition would not be complete
without a shout out to the San Marcos High School Mock
Trial Team, which is advancing to the State Championships.
Whatever your school allegiance, we should all be proud
of the significant commitment our members make to the
Mock Trial program, from coaching the teams to judging
the competitions to underwriting the costs. It is yet another
example of the priceless contribution our legal community
makes to Santa Barbara.
Eric Berg
eric@berglawgroup.com

Lawyer Referral Service
805.569.9400
Santa Barbara County’s ONLY State Bar Certified Lawyer Referral Service
A Public Service of the Santa Barbara County Bar Association
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Family Law – 2016
By Penny Clemmons, Ph.D., CFLS

I

t was my privilege and honor to be the Guest Speaker
for the Santa Barbara Study Group on Monday evening,
January 23, 2017. Family Law, much to the surprise,
shock, and horror of those who dabble in it only on occasion, requires knowledge of taxes, community property,
bankruptcy, corporations, business valuations, real property,
civil contempt, domestic violence, professional responsibility, a dash of criminal, as well as child custody, child
support and spousal support. Conscientious practitioners
seek out every opportunity to expand their knowledge and
stay current especially, if it comes with fine wine and food.
Each year brings some radical change. This year it was
the determination of the Date of Separation of Marriage.
This sounds like it should be simple but it is not. For the
uninitiated, it may be years before or after the Petition for
Dissolution was filed. The date is relevant to establishing
separate assets and debts, community assets and debts,
length of spousal support, if any, community interest in
pension contributions and plans, social security benefits,
etc. There is a long line of cases that pertain to the date
of separation. Some of you may remember In re Marriage
of Baragry (1977) 73 Cal.App.3d 444. Husband lived with
his girlfriend in an apartment for over four years while he
continued to return home to his wife so she could do his
laundry, eat dinner together several times a week, and take
her to social events and professional meetings. Despite her
knowledge of husband’s girlfriend, Ms. Baragry wanted to
reconcile. In establishing the date of separation, the court
stated, “the question is whether the parties’ conduct evidences a complete and final break in the marital relationship.” “For four years husband maintained the facade of a
marital relationship, but he now claims to have been legally
separated from his wife.” The court’s finding meant that
all the assets that husband acquired during that four year
period were community: salary, pension contributions,
profit sharing, portfolio increases, etc. The debts were also
community with the exception of payments for the pied a
terre and other benefits for the girlfriend.
Spouses owe a fiduciary duty to each other, and mainApril 2017

taining a mistress may
violate the duty without
the spouse’s knowledge
and consent. Those debts
will be assigned to the offending spouse. Note to
self: Your credit card statements will be scrutinized
with a fine-tooth comb.
Yes, California is a no-fault
state but it does evaluate
community and separate
property claims. Date of
Separation is a frequently
Penny Clemmons
litigated issue, and usually the trial is bifurcated
because the financial issues cannot be resolved until the
date is determined.
In 2013, the Marriage of Davis, In Re Marriage of Davis (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 1109, became the controlling case
to determine the Date of Separation. The Court of Appeal
held that “a spouse who continues to live in the family
home but who, in every meaningful way, has abandoned
the marital relationship could still be separated”.
It is not uncommon in our economic times that parties
cannot afford two separate abodes or need a financial
settlement before pursuing another residence. Living under
the same roof also allows the parties to co-parent children
while pursuing a marital dissolution. But in July of 2015,
the California Supreme Court reversed Davis and created a
two prong test to establish the date of separation: “the parties must live in separate residences and one of them must
have the subjective intent to end the marital relationship
and has engaged in conduct reflecting complete and final
break.” For seventeen months, this was the law of the state.
But FC §70 was enacted on Jan. 1, 2017, and now defines
the “Date of Separation” to mean “the date that a complete
and final break in the marital relationship has occurred, as
evidenced by the spouse’s expression of his or her intent to
end the marriage and conduct that is consistent with that
intent.” The line in the sand is obliterated and we can stop
forcing spouses to move out for “economic gain”.
It is unclear whether doing the laundry is still inconsistent
with separation, however, the focus on intent and conduct
reopens the litigation flood gates. What is a “complete and
final (emphasis added) expression”? How do you determine
a “complete and final” break? We all know divorced couples
that never have a complete and final break. An obvious
Continued on page 16
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COMMISSIONER – VON DEROIAN
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At the Junction of
Preparedness and
Creativity: Practical
tips for Mediation
By David P. Warren, Esq.

A

fter a steady diet of mediations over my career as
an attorney, and functioning as a mediator before
and since my full time conversion to an ADR practice a year ago, I can say unequivocally that it is an amazing
and dynamic process that offers limitless opportunity to
participants to find creative solutions to serious problems.
The obstacles to settlement that are unique to an individual
case must be considered and addressed. If the mediator,
counsel and the parties can find a way to address those
impediments to resolution, then they can often find the
mechanism to resolve the dispute entirely.
Every mediation is a clean slate and an opportunity to
create the proper circumstance to achieve resolution. It is
an opportunity for the mediator, counsel and the parties to
work together to achieve an agreement that seemed like
a long shot before the process commenced. We start with
the premise that mediation is not a zero sum game and all
parties benefit from a good resolution.
The ways to achieve resolution of disputes are innumerable. The blank canvas can move in any direction and is
limited only by the creativity of the mediator and the counsel for the parties and the willingness of all participants to
dedicate themselves to the process. In that light, there are
a number of thoughts that I would offer which have been
driven home to me as a mediator working with counsel
for the parties.

I. BEFORE THE MEDIATION
A. Do a little extra groundwork on your side of the
dispute to prepare for a successful mediation. When
you and opposing counsel select a mediator and determine
dates for that mediation, you should already be in the mindset that you will do all possible to reach a positive resolution
for your client. Before the mediation occurs talk at length
to your client, or your client’s representatives about the
process, about the case and its liability and damage potential. Also share the way the other side views the case. Your
client should know that there are two sides to the dispute
and, as much as they believe in their position, the other
10

side could win. Lay out
the strength of your case
and layout the downside
as you go forward, inclusive of the costs upcoming
and the uncertainty of
the result once you pick
twelve strangers based
upon their lack of knowledge to achieve a result
for one party and not the
other.
All of this does not
mean that you are going to
David P. Warren, Esq.
agree to an unreasonable
position from the other
side—what it means is that you are going to approach the
process with an open mind and see where it leads by the
end of the day’s work. At that point, if resolution has not
been achieved, the parties may be much closer together
and resolution more clearly within reach.
B. Make your mediation brief your best presentation
of the case. The mediation is likely your best chance to
resolve the matter at a critical time in the case. Before
twelve strangers are selected to determine the outcome of
your matter based upon their lack of knowledge of your
case, participate fully with both sides and a mediator who
are all fully informed. In your brief, lay out your arguments
and anticipate the other side’s positions and provide your
responses to those positions whenever you can. You have
something to sell--the strength of your case and your ability to respond to arguments the other side is going to raise.
Those arguments give the mediator fodder for that other
room.
Exchange briefs. That allows your opposing counsel to
think about the strengths of your position that they hadn’t
given much thought to before (because oftentimes we see
the case through the prism of our own client’s perspective).
It also gives your opposing counsel the opportunity to go to
his client and talk about the downside. All of that can result
in more authority or reduction in the demand based upon
the information the other party has had the opportunity to
review and digest. Ignoring the fact that the other side has
a position is never helpful--and they will have a position.
Deliver your brief a week before the mediation so that
the other side has time to consider the contents. Give them
time to contemplate that you have advanced significant arguments that they will face at trial. If there are facts that you
are holding close to your vest and you do not wish to show
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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the other side, put them in a separate letter to the mediator. When I am informed that there are issues intended to
be kept confidential, I keep them in my back pocket. I will
make recommendations when I think it is appropriate to
use that information to best advantage, but I will not share
that information with the other side without your consent.

prevailed on those issues. The agreement contemplated
a bet on the outcome of the motion. The trial judge then
ruled on that motion not knowing the matter had been
settled and his ruling determined the final amount of the
settlement. The possibilities are endless. To quote Steve
Jobs, “Think different.”

C. Talk to the mediator before the mediation. In
conversation with the mediator you can discuss what you
anticipate will be significant issues and problems in the
mediation of your matter. If there are client control issues
with your client or the one on the other side, the mediator
can help address those concerns by developing a rapport
and providing an assessment of what is reasonable from
someone who does not have a horse in the race. Likewise,
if there are specific issues that are going to be a challenge,
the mediator can help you consider the best plan dealing
with issues before you get to the mediation.

C. Do not throw in the towel. Stick with it. Don’t overreact when an excessively low initial offer or excessively
high initial demand is trotted out. Don’t constantly pack
your bags and plan to leave. You committed to the proceeding, stay committed to getting it done. Plan to spend the day
getting it done. There are sometimes logjams that overtake
the morning but get broken in the afternoon. After all, you
committed to the proceeding. Stay the day and give it your
all. The mediator will do the same and always be seeking
the same commitment from both sides.

II. AT THE MEDIATION
A. Plan a strategy to get your case resolved and give
it your all. Attend the mediation with the idea that this is
an opportunity to achieve a good resolution of your matter, and may be the best opportunity to do so. Go with
the idea that you are going to make your own arguments,
but also admit the weaknesses that exist in your case.
There is no perfect case—there is not a case that does not
have weaknesses. Admit them and think about how you
intend to counter them. That information will provide the
mediator with information to rebut strongly held briefs in
the other room.
B. Engage in the work of creative brainstorming all
day. Come prepared to work hard, think hard, and be
creative. The types of resolutions that can be achieved
are limited only by the creativity and the imagination
of the parties present. For example, if there is one issue
of many that is an impediment to resolution, consider a
mini-arbitration or fact-finding in connection with that
issue to get a resolution, either binding or for purposes of
structuring a deal.
If there is a motion pending that can affect a material
part of the case, be creative at how you approach it. It is
not unusual that both sides think they are going to win a
summary judgment or summary adjudication as to critical
issues. In one case we entered into a settlement in which
there were two settlement numbers agreed to by the parties. One number would control if plaintiff won the defined
critical parts (or causes of action) at issue in the motion and
the second would be the settlement amount if defendant
April 2017

D. Expand your strategies. Don’t hesitate to move more
than the other side to make things move. We all know
that there is a ceaseless preoccupation with the midpoint
between the demand and the offer. It is not unreasonable
to keep an eye on that number, but it should not be determinative. If the parties remain a considerable distance
apart, it is easier for both to walk away from negotiations.
You came with a certain amount of authority and perhaps
what you would agree to do to achieve resolution has even
been further modified during the work. A mediator should
sometimes encourage a party to ignore midpoints and go
further than the midpoint would dictate they would like
to go, and sometimes considerably further (in the wrong
case, where the mediator does not believe it will do any
good, they should not). Why? Because there is the magnetic pull associated that comes into play as the parties are
drawn together. It is much easier for the parties to walk
away from a potential settlement and “take their chances”
when there is a large delta. As the delta shrinks, it becomes
much harder for the other side to throw in the towel. If the
other side does so, you’re not stopped from changing any
position you have taken thereafter. You haven’t committed to anything binding at the time of the mediation. On
a number of occasions, however, strategy has worked and
log jams have been broken with the other side based upon
the reaching out and the shrinking delta. The other side
should be informed by the mediator that the party who is
giving ground to reduce the delta is going as far as they can
in good faith and they should not anticipate a new midpoint
based upon that effort.
Continued on page 13
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Tech Tip: Keeping
Your Data Safe from
CryptoLocker
By Michelle P. Baca, Ph.D.

T

hat cybersecurity is of utmost importance is neither
revelatory nor particularly exciting. Indeed, the
rapid adoption from state to state of the American
Bar Association’s Ethical Duty of Modern Technology
rule only highlights the need for increased technological
knowledge.
The rule states:
“To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer
should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice,
including the benefits and risks associated with relevant
technology, engage in continuing study and education and
comply with all continuing legal education requirements
to which the lawyer is subject.”
This rule primarily applies to technology as it relates
to the proper representation of one’s client. For instance,
counsel should be well-versed in e-discovery and the new
laws that govern search and seizure in regard to electronic
devices. This continued awareness can and should be more
expansive.
You must also consider the responsibility of maintaining secure and reliable backup of client data. There are
many secure options to consider. In the vein of continuing
education please take a look at the following discussion of
CryptoLocker, a popular and nasty ransomware virus that
has been cropping up more and more, and how to avoid it.

What is CryptoLocker?
This type of attack has been around for a few years
now, so you’ve probably heard about it. Simply put, CryptoLocker is a ransomware virus that holds your data captive
until you pay the ransom. Even when you pay, there is no
guarantee that you’ll get your data back, or that you won’t
be targeted again.
Once you are infected with CryptoLocker it works
quickly to encrypt the data on your machine and then
works its way into encrypting anything else to which you
may be connected. Put another way, all of the Word, Excel,
or PDF documents that you have on your computer and
12

shared drives transform
into a single message “here
is how to pay the hackers.” Meanwhile, all of
your files have been hidden and locked away from
you. When you click to
open that message from
the hackers, it often does
a rescan to make sure that
it got all of your files. If
someone that shares a
drive with you opens one
of those files, it now scans
Michelle P. Baca, Ph.D.
all of their mapped drives,
furthering the reach of the
malware.
One of the first steps we take in a CryptoLocker infection? Disconnect your machine from the network. This
simple physical act can prevent the virus from spreading
and doing more damage.

How do you get it?
The attacks vary from malicious scripts that target vulnerabilities in your system to opening a bad attachment. One
recent attack that we saw involved the thieves running a
script to brute force its way into our client’s data. The script
runs automatically and pokes around for vulnerabilities until
it finds an opening. Usually, though, someone receives an
email from someone they trust such as a boss or friend.
The email contains an attachment or link and seems to be
urgent: “Why haven’t you paid this invoice yet? Get on
it!” Once opened, it begins to work its way through your
computer and network.
Virus scans and Antivirus software can catch CryptoLocker, but like most things the best defense is a good offense.
The scripts and methods of attack are constantly shifting.
The strength of the attack lies in its ability to be new all
of the time. Companies that recover fastest let our team
know quickly and have a solid backup solution already in
place for events like this.
Your best bet to stay safe is to make sure that your system is robust, resilient, and recoverable. I work at an
IT company, and we are constantly monitoring our clients.
We provide a solid antivirus system. We make sure that we
set up your users to minimize damage and accessibility.
Above all we prioritize backups. Good, secure backups are
your key to getting back to business after a CryptoLocker
attack. Solid backups mean that these criminals cannot hold
your data for ransom because it is being kept safe for you.
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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The Very Best Defense Against CryptoLocker?
Put it in a Cloud. A Cloud Back-up Solution is the best
way to keep your data safe and recoverable. While a bad
infection can cause days of downtime and recovery for
people who store their data on premise, an infection for
a Cloud user is generally resolved in MINUTES. At CIO
Solutions we follow industry best practices to make sure
that your data is safe and secure, here are some tips we
offer to keep you and your clients safe:
•

Only open attachments from people you know and
who usually send you attachments.

•

Read emails carefully, and look for signs that they may
be spoofed. Is the email written the way the sender
typically writes? Are there any weird typos?

•

Talk to your IT provider about your backup system.
Educate yourself about what is in place and where it’s
being kept.

•

Does everyone in your organization have admin rights
to everything? Have your IT company make recommendations on limiting who has access to what folders.

•

If you’ve been infected with CryptoLocker immediately
disconnect your machine from the network, and contact
your IT provider.

•

Make sure your IT provider is keeping all of your software up to date, and that they are aware of the latest
security patches.

•

Call your IT provider and ask what they are doing to
keep your business robust, resilient, and recoverable.

Michelle P. Baca, PhD, has worked at CIO Solutions, a thriving
small business IT company serving the Central Coast, since 2013
and has explored all aspects of the business from Operations and
Project Management to Business Development. She can be reached
at mbaca@ciosolutions.com.

Warren, continued from page 11
Think of any other means or mechanism that will help us
get to the bottom line. When we begin mediation, a joint
session can take different forms. Even in employment cases
where joint sessions are oftentimes not the practice because
of fear that everyone will dig in and assume a position
adverse to the settlement mentality that we are striving to
achieve, a limited joint session can start the process in a
positive way. In highly contentious situations like employment meditations, if the parties agree to a joint session,
adversity need not escalate. The joint session can be used
as an opportunity for the mediator to share perspective
and goals with the parties. The mediator’s rapport building
with the parties can begin then, and the mediator can use
the occasion to seek a commitment from all to work hard
toward a resolution of the matter. Those initial bonds can
be strengthened throughout the day, as the mediator works
toward getting the clients or their representatives listening
to reasonable assessments of the facts. That said, if counsel
for one or more parties, well versed with the parties and
the emotional charge that exist, feel that a joint session
would be disastrous, it should not happen and the parties
should begin directly in private caucus with the mediator.
The mediator can encourage a joint session later in the
day whenever it appears to be beneficial, in some instances
with the parties and in some instances simply with counsel.
The mediator will come to the mediation with the idea of
finding a way to resolve the case. The same should be asked
of both sides. It is amazing what can be accomplished when
the parties on both sides adopt that mind set.
April 2017

III. AFTER THE MEDIATION
If a resolution cannot be achieved at the mediation, the
mediator should not leave you alone. The mediator should
bother you, respectfully but tenaciously, until convinced
that there is nothing further that can be done. Post mediation discussions with the mediator can occur for a month
or longer when the parties are making progress and the
promise of resolution is still within view. Many cases are
resolved after the parties have time to chew on what happened at the mediation. The parties rethink the case in
light of the positions that were developed at the mediation
and gain new perspective from arguments advanced and
what will be required between then and trial. Cases that
made progress during the mediation, but did not make it
across the finish line, can sometimes be resolved afterward
through the ongoing efforts of the mediator and the parties.
Hopefully, the foregoing will be helpful to you in developing ideas as you approach mediation. Remember, the
process is not limited to what you have seen thus far. It
is a blank canvas and some of the best tools and ideas to
achieve resolutions are yet to be determined, and together,
we will find or design them.
David P. Warren, Esq., is an experienced arbitrator and mediator
handling matters and providing expertise throughout California.
Matters arbitrated and mediated include Employment matters of all
kinds; Business disputes; Commercial leasing; Real estate/brokerage disputes; Consumer actions; Personal injury/torts; Insurance.
His full professional profile is available at www.WarrenArb.com.
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The Lottery Scam

Scams Targeting
Seniors

By Vicki Johnson, Santa Barbara County
District Attorney’s Office

E

very day active, informed seniors are victimized
by predators who steal their money and property.
The weapons employed by these criminals are the
telephone, mail, and the internet. Over the years these scam
artists have become more devious, more creative and more
aggressive. They are difficult for law enforcement to apprehend, because they operate out of foreign countries like
Nigeria, Jamaica and Canada, and if discovered, can quickly
relocate. For these reasons, the best weapon against these
crooks is community education.
According to the FBI, the following are the top scams in
the country, all of which are currently operating in Santa
Barbara County:

The IRS Imposter Scam
You get a call from someone who says he is from the
IRS and that you owe back taxes. He tells you that a law
suit is being filed against you and that your wages can be
garnished, your license revoked, and you can be arrested
unless you make arrangements to pay immediately. Payment must be made by wire transfer or prepaid credit card.
This is not a real IRS agent. The IRS will never call to collect
back taxes. If you get such a call, hang up, don’t engage in
any conversation and never wire money.

Tech Support Scam

You get a card, a call or an email telling you that you’ve
won! It may be a trip, a prize, a lottery or a sweepstakes.
The only thing you have to do to claim your winnings is to
pay a fee, some taxes, or customs duties. The scammer then
asks for your credit card number, bank account number,
or instructs you to wire money. Of course, the prize never
comes. Instead, you get more promises that you’ve won
big, and requests for more money to finalize your winnings.
Never share your financial information with someone you
don’t know, and never wire money.

Sweetheart Scam
According to the FBI, this is the number one moneymaking scam in the country. You meet someone special on
a dating website. Soon he wants to move off the dating site
to email or phone calls. He tells you he loves you, but he
lives far away, maybe for business or because he’s in the
military. Then he asks for money for one emergency or
disaster after another. Never wire money, put money on a
prepaid debit card, or send cash to an on-line love interest.
You will never get it back, and once your money is gone,
so is your “sweetheart.”
These are but a few of the scams operating in Santa Barbara and around the country. The Santa Barbara District
Attorney’s Office has received a grant to educate seniors and
dependent adults about the prevalence of these scams, and
how to avoid being victimized. To schedule a presentation,
contact Vicki Johnson at (805) 568-2442.
Vicki Johnson has been a prosecutor with the Santa Barbara
District Attorney’s Office for over 27 years. She has prosecuted
a wide variety of cases including child abuse, domestic violence,
elder abuse, fraud, theft and murder. She is currently working with
the elder abuse unit, doing community outreach to educate citizens
about scams targeting seniors.   

You get a phone call from someone who says he’s a computer technician, usually from Microsoft. He tells you that
there are viruses or other malware in your computer, but
if give him remote access, he can fix it. When you turn the
operation of your computer over to this scammer, he will
demand payment to correct the problem, either by credit
card or wire transfer. If you refuse, you might find that all
your data has been wiped out, or that malware has been
installed. Never give control of your computer, or your
credit card information, to someone who contacts you out
of the blue. If you have a problem with your computer, take
it to a brick and mortar store to have it repaired.
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Mediation ServiceS

1

R.A. Carrington, Esq. and Victoria Lindenauer, Esq.
Mr. Carrington and Ms. Lindenauer have conducted over 3,000 mediations,
300 arbitrations and have been discovery referees in multiple complex
matters. Mr. Carrington (ABOTA Member) has been a full-time mediator
since 1999 and Ms. Lindenauer has been mediating since 2011. Their
professional association as of 2017 reflects their jointly held commitment to
the values of tenacity, creativity, and the highest ethical standards applied to
the resolution of every dispute.

Serving Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura, Santa Barbara,
San Luis Obispo, and Kern Counties

Contact R.A.:
(805) 565-1487

Contact Victoria:
(805) 730-1959

ratc@cox.net

lindenauer_mediation@cox.net

www.californianeutrals.org/ra-carrington
www.lindenauermediation.com
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Clemmons, continued from page 7
question is what happens to the cases that were decided
during the seventeen month period that would have had
a different outcome under the new law? The Statute, as I
understand it, is only retroactive to pending cases.
On the local scene, a case of particular interest this past
year was tried before Judge Sterne, and the parties were
represented by local attorneys Paul Pettine and Bruce
Glesby: The Marriage of Shue (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 470. At
issue was whether nor not a parent found guilty of domestic
violence can be denied spousal support from the other parent. The domestic violence in this case was perpetrated by
the mother who provided her minor children, one was only
12, with alcohol and pornography among other heinous
acts. Judge Sterne found the mother could be denied spousal support and the Appellate Court upheld the decision.
Relevant statutes to peruse include: FC §4320, 6203, 6211,
6320. (Side note – a finding of Domestic Violence may also
impact child custody.)
Domestic Violence was a theme throughout last year.
There are two kinds of restraining orders that are relevant
to Family Law. One is a Domestic Violence Restraining
Order (DVRO) the the other is a Civil Harassment Order.
They have different consequences. A DVRO may affect
child custody and, as we saw in the above, case spousal
support. When parties are unmarried, an analysis is needed
to determine the appropriate requested relief.
A San Luis Obispo case, Phillips v. Campbell (2016) 2 Cal.
App.5th 844, focused on the difference between dating
16

and friendship. If dating the appropriate request would
be a DVRO and if friends, a CHO. The lower court gave
Plaintiff a DVRO and Respondent claimed it would interfere
with obtaining employment if it was on his record. He said
they were just friends. However, in e-mails, Respondent
said “that hug in the doorway and your hand on my lower
back felt good.” He sent nude photographs of himself to
the “friend”. She complimented him on a kiss he gave her.
The Trial Court found these acts were indicia of a dating
relationship and the Appellate Court concurred.
Many family law clients who have DVRO’s want to
renew them when they expire but most judges required
a new act of physical violence during the time the DVRO
was in existence. But in the case of Rez v. Torres-Hernandez
(2016)1Cal.App.5th 389, the Appellate Court set a new
standard. While the DVRO was in effect, Defendant left
voice mails and texts threatening Plaintiff. These acts were
a violation of the DVRO but as there was no physical violence during this time, the lower court denied her request
to renew the DVRO.
To renew a DVRO the Appellate Court found it “requires
by a preponderance of the evidence that the protected party
entertains a ‘reasonable apprehension of future abuse’”.
This is the assessment we need to make when clients
want to renew a DVRO. The renewal allows continued
protection and consequences under the law and a feeling
of security for the victim, although none of us are naïve
enough to think the existence of a DVRO will always preSanta Barbara Lawyer
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vent emotional or physical violence.
It is not infrequent that Protected Persons, in particular
women, engage in consensual sex after the issuance of a
TRO. It is a part of the cycle of attempted reconciliation
that is symptomatic of the Battered Spouse Syndrome. This
behavior is no longer a bar to the issuance of the DVRO.
In re Marriage of Fregoso & Hernandez, 2016 5Cal.App5th
698, addresses the issue. Here, after the issuance of the
TRO, Wife invited Husband to a birthday party and had
consensual sex with him. She testified in court that their
pattern was that after an act of violence, “He would bring
me flowers and he would buy PlayDo for my daughter…
and then sex.” Husband claimed her conduct “obviously
showed that she did not fear him or need protection from
him”. He believed she was seeking the TRO to gain a tactical advantage against him in future custody proceedings.
While some parents do make false allegations of domestic
violence and drug use as retaliation and/or for increased
child support because of lowered custodial time, this is
not the norm. (Child support is determined by a computer
program which considers income as well as the amount of
time the child spends with each parent. I’m sure you will
be shocked to know that some parents attempt to demand
more time with their children so their child support payments will be lower or set at zero.)
For those of you who practice probate law the Ventura
case of Pratt V. Ferguson 3 Cal. App. 5th 102 is relevant. The
Court found that a court may order payment of child supApril 2017

port from the obligor’s share of a trust, regardless of any
clause barring the trustee from making distributions subject
to claims by the beneficiary’s creditors.
Finally, there is a new rule of professional responsibility
under review that would prohibit attorneys from engaging
in sexual relationships with clients unless it was a preexisting condition. The proposed rule will go to the California
Supreme Court as we go to press on this article.
After reading this article, why would anyone want to
practice Family Law? The answer is because it is intellectually rigorous and emotionally challenging. It provides
the lawyer an opportunity to be an agent of change in our
society. How many people are fortunate to have gratification from their vocation?
Penny Clemmons is a multiple personality. She was licensed as
a clinical psychologist in 1982 and Certified as a Specialist in
Family Law issued by the State Bar of California Board of Legal
Specialization in 2003. In 2015 she earned an MA degree in
Art Business from Sotheby’s Institute of Art, Drucker School of
Management at Claremont Graduate University. She has been a
member of the adjunct faculty of the Santa Barbara and Ventura
Colleges of Law since 1997 and serves on the State Bar and the
Santa Barbara County Bar Fee Arbitration Committees. She can
be contacted at clemmonsjd@aol.com.
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The United States
Supreme Court and
Criminal Law
By Robert Sanger1

A

t the time of this writing, Judge Neil Gorsuch has
not yet been confirmed as a Justice of the Supreme
Court, however, that result is expected. In this
month’s Criminal Justice column, we will look at the effect
that Judge Gorsuch might have on the course of Constitutional criminal justice matters that come before the United
States Supreme Court.

Justices and Politics
Many Justices of the Supreme Court have been somewhat
predictable in their behavior based on who appointed them
and what their political leanings were before appointment.
Certainly, William O. Douglas as a young lawyer and member of the New Deal, conducted himself on the Court with
a sort of liberal aplomb that reflected the broader principles
of Franklin Roosevelt’s administration—perhaps, in fact,
the even broader policies that the American Ambassador
to the United Nations, Eleanor Roosevelt, embraced.2 Of
course, we are talking about generalities. Justice Douglas,
for instance, sided with the majority in the Japanese internment case.3 Nevertheless, over his long career on the bench,
he had not only a history in other cases of supporting civil
liberties but went beyond that to espouse human rights.4
This is true of conservative Justices as well. Justice—eventually Chief Justice—William Rehnquist turned out to be
predictably conservative. Richard Nixon thought that he
would lead the Constitutional Counter-Revolution to set
aside the progress made in the 1960’s. He did not but he
voted overwhelmingly for the corporate litigant over the
individual or for the government over the individual and
did not support civil rights.5 We might also think of Justice
Thomas who has been one of the most diehard conservatives on the modern court.6
But, then, many Justices have developed a mature jurisprudence while on the Court. Justice William Brennan,
appointed by President Eisenhower,7 and Justice John Paul
Stevens, appointed by President Ford,8 both were regarded
as developing a jurisprudence contrary to the philosophy of
the Presidents who appointed them.9 Some of this perceived
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development might have
been a mistaken view of
their earlier positions and
some of it may be the
result of the Justice recognizing that, as a Supreme
Court Justice, one is not
likely to attain a higher
position and that what
they do now will establish
their historical legacy. As
controversial as Brown v.
The Board of Education 10
was, it was a unanimous
Robert Sanger
decision in which the former Republican Attorney
General and Governor of California, Chief Justice Earl Warren, brought together liberals and conservatives to sign that
opinion. The idea that a jurist will be leaving an indelible
legacy seems to have had an effect. No one today wants
to have the entries in the history books of the sort Chief
Justice Roger Taney has.11
The point being that Judge Gorsuch will be subject to
the same influences. He has been a Judge for a little over
10 years on the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals. He has an
array of written decisions that will remain in the books
for lawyers to find in their research. However, as an actual
Supreme Court Justice, he will be recognized, for better
or worse, for each of his individual decisions that will be
reported not only to lawyers but to the public. That may
have an effect on how he decides cases. A fellow conservative, the current Chief Justice, John Roberts, had impeccable
conservative credentials, including being vetted by the
Federalist Society just as was Judge Gorsuch. Yet, just this
term, the Chief Justice has voted with the so-called liberal
Justices to not allow race to enter jury deliberations and to
find ineffective assistance of counsel for presenting racist
testimony from a defense witness. These cases resulted in
reversals.12
In addition, to assess the effect of Judge Gorsuch as an
addition to the court, it is of significance that he replaces
Justice Anton Scalia who was not as doctrinaire a conservative on some criminal law issues as he was on other
criminal and non-criminal issues. For instance Justice Scalia
was a stalwart supporter of the Constitutional right to a
jury trial in criminal cases for anything that could increase
the punishment.13 He was also a supporter of the right to
confrontation14 and a strict constructionist when it came
to interpreting the scope of criminal statutes.15
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Criminal Justice
Judge Gorsuch’s Record on Criminal Matters
Any analysis of where the court may go if joined by Judge
Gorsuch will have to take into account all of those caveats:
members of the Court do not always reflect the character for
which they were appointed; Justices often mature in their
positions, perhaps recognizing the legacy they are creating;
doctrines, like strict statutory construction, may interrelate
with criminal cases; and particular ideas on criminal law
held by Justice Scalia may have been more liberal than
those of Judge Gorsuch. Therefore, simply looking at Judge
Gorsuch’s opinions on the Court of Appeals does not give
a full picture—but it is a place to start.
Judge Gorsuch seems to be concerned about Fourth
Amendment rights as they pertain to the privacy of the
home. In one dissent, he was bothered with the idea of
“knock and talk” intrusions into the privacy of a person’s
doorway.16 He sees this as a potential for overzealous
police officers to “test the boundaries of consent” at the
doorstep. On the other hand, Judge Gorsuch, does not favor
suppressing evidence if it can be avoided. For instance, he
would carve out an exception for law enforcement officers
who violate the Fourth Amendment based on a mistake of
law.17 He also would find harmless error in the admission
of post-arrest statements.18
While Judge Gorsuch has either concurred in reversals of
criminal cases or dissented from affirmances, typically, his
opinions favor the government. This is particularly true in
death penalty cases. He has resisted systemic challenges to
the death penalty as well as challenges on specific issues
or accumulation of errors.19 He has resisted finding error
requiring reversal of these cases.20

Judge Gorsuch’s Effect on the Present
Composition of the Court
Obviously, if Judge Gorsuch continues to rule in the
fashion demonstrated by the cases selected above, he will
not have a particularly liberal effect on criminal law. He
may be inclined to see privacy of the home as important.
Justice Thomas, for all his lack of empathy for the accused,
found that knock and notice was a part of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence.21 Perhaps Judge Gorsuch’s aversion to
“knock and talk” might reinforce this area of jurisprudence.
One wonders why these Justices have a particular concern
for the privacy of their own homes that does not extend
to other areas of privacy. This would be an area to watch.
Judge Gorsuch’s opinions on death penalty cases tend
to indicate that he would not favor further reform in this
area. On the present Court, there are only two votes to
reconsider the death penalty itself on the grounds that
the penalty is cruel and unusual. Those are the votes of
20

Justices Breyer and Ginsberg22 who have not been joined
by the other six Justices. And, in fact, when the question
was squarely presented last term as to whether or not the
death penalty was prohibited by the Eighth Amendment,
the petition received no votes.23 Therefore, absent a Blackmun like epiphany among at least three other Justices that
tinkering with the machinery of death is no longer worth
it,24 Eighth Amendment challenges to the penalty itself are
not likely to prevail.
In addition, Judge Gorsuch tends to not want to reverse
death sentences for any reason. Whether it is a matter of
ineffective assistance of counsel or whether it was a matter of procedural default or compliance, Judge Gorsuch has
tended to affirm. This is the trend of the Court itself both
in denying certiorari and in writing opinions that affirm
death sentences. The issues will continue to come before
the Court and maybe one or more of the Justices will tire to
the point of granting relief but, other than the Chief Justice
joining a majority on the two race based cases, there are
not a lot of indications that death penalty law will change
dramatically.
In fact, Judge Gorsuch is not a big fan of overturning jury
verdicts. He went out of his way to dissent at length in two
opinions in a non-death case where the three judge panel
reversed in a per curiam decision25 and the Circuit declined
to grant en banc review. 26 The defendant was represented
by a lawyer who told him that he would quit if the defendant took a plea rather than go to trial. Trial ensued and
the defendant was convicted. Judge Gorsuch found there
was no reason to disturb this outcome. This same issue was
later decided by the United States Supreme Court which
clarified that a defendant has the right to the effective assistance of counsel at plea bargaining and which would have
supported the majority at the 10th Circuit.27 While, these
earlier Gorsuch opinions place finality of judgment above
fairness and, in this case, the right to effective assistance of
counsel, he seemed to soften that stance more recently.28
However, there may be one area where Judge Gorsuch
will find some allies among other Justices, both liberal and
conservative and that is “over-criminalization.” Justices as
diverse as Kagan and Kennedy have openly lamented this.29
Scalia was well on his way to confronting the issue by insisting on strict interpretation of criminal statutes and by
applying the rule of lenity.30 Judge Gorsuch gave a speech
to the Federalist Society in 2006, a portion of which dealt
with over-criminalization saying,
“. . . history bears warning that too much—and too much
inaccessible—law can lead to executive excess as well.
Caligula sought to protect his authority by publishing the
law in a hand so small and posted so high that no one could
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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really be sure what was and wasn’t forbidden.”31
There could be an increasing consensus on the Court that
there are just too many criminal laws on the books, that
federal prosecutors have too much discretion and that, at
some point, it violates due process or, for instance, that the
mistake of law defense should be more widely accepted.32
The types of the federal criminal laws Judge Gorsuch has
criticized have the most effect on the business community.
While we have been litigating these issues, it is likely that
we will have a better chance of getting the Supreme Court’s
attention if Judge Gorsuch is confirmed.

9

Conclusion
Judge Gorsuch has firm roots in the conservative Federalist Society and first worked in the Supreme Court building
as a law clerk to Justice Byron White and then Justice Anthony Kennedy. He is conservative on issues of economics
and religious freedom. He is an advocate of originalism
when it comes to the Constitution and textualism when
it comes to statutes. Other than the fact that he shares the
disdain of conservatives and the business community for
criminal prosecutions in commercial enterprise and the
tendency to be protective of privacy in the home, there is
little else that suggests what Judge Gorsuch will do in major
criminal law constitutional cases. Time will tell.
Robert Sanger is a Certified Criminal Law Specialist (St. Bar of
California Bd. of Legal Specialization) and has been practicing
as a criminal defense lawyer in Santa Barbara for over 40 years.
He is a partner in the firm of Sanger Swysen & Dunkle.
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Shonda Walter v. Pennsylvania, 136 S.Ct. 981 (Mem 2016). (Petition
for writ of certiorari denied)
Callins v. Collins,510 U.S. 1141 (1994)
Williams v. Jones, 583 F.3d 1254 (10th Cir., 2009) Mem. Denying
rehearing en banc, Gorsuch, J., dissenting.
Williams v. Jones, 571 F.3d 1086 (10th Cir., 2009) Gorsuch, J. dissenting.
Lafler v. Cooper, 132 S. Ct. 1376, at 1388 (2012); Missouri v. Frye,
132 S. Ct. 1399, at 1407 (2012).
United States v. Spaulding, 802 F.3d 1110 (10th Cir. 2015), cert. denied,
136 S. Ct. 1206, 194 L. Ed. 2d 211 (2016) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting)
Yates v. United States, 574 U.S. ___ (2015).
United States v. Santos, 553 U.S. 507 (2008).
From a portion of the speech quoted in, Right on Crime, November
18, 2013, at: http://rightoncrime.com/2013/11/judge-neil-gorsuchon-overcriminalization/.
See, United States v. Games-Perez, 667 Fed.3d. 1136 (10th Cir., 2012)
(Gorsuch, J., concurring).
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blocks. (We note here that
some 409a valuation reports do not even employ
this valuation step, but
instead determine implied
equity value from a single,
recent round of financing.)

Using the Option Pricing
Method Changes the
Standard of Value: Does
the IRS, or Anyone, Care?
By James A. Lisi

In part one of this two-part article, we present the two methods
for allocating value to common stock for 409a valuations, and then
show how they affect the pricing of common stock.
Since the creation of qualifying stock options in 1981, the
IRS has required that the strike price for stock options be
priced at or above the fair market value (FMV) of the underlying stock to qualify as deferred compensation and avoid
a taxable event. With the thrust of 409a valuations being
defensibility for the IRS, FMV compliance is fundamental.
An expert that applies the wrong standard of value, can
be sure that the Tax Court will disregard their valuation.
To meet FMV, the standard of value requires measuring
value under the representation of a hypothetical willing
buyer and a hypothetical willing seller, both with equal
knowledge of the facts, that engage in an arm’s-length
transfer. The Option Pricing Method (OPM) used to price
common stock is based on a model of marketable securities. For private companies needing a 409a valuation, how
is it that the OPM is used to measure their non-marketable
asset? Does this method meet our Fair Market Value standard? Do we run the risk of having OPM valuations thrown
out of court?

Stock Valuation Methodology
The first step in any common stock valuation is to value
the company as of the current date. Then the classes of
equity are defined, and value is apportioned to these equity

First Determine Fair
Value. Fair Value for
this purpose is the undiscounted FMV of the entire
company. A FMV business
valuation addresses the
James A. Lisi
‘current value’ of a business at the valuation date.
If a recent round of financing is available, of course this is
used as a key benchmark. But other methods are also used
to triangulate on a value, primarily the market approach,
capitalization of cash flow and discounted cash flow. We
can also add a projection of possible future exit proceeds
and discount that value to present depending on the valuation conditions.
This business valuation is based on a control interest,
and it defines what the entire company is worth on the
valuation date. The next step is to allocate the total equity
to individual classes, and this allocation by OPM is the
topic of interest.
‘Current Value’ Allocation of Equity. After determining
total equity available to the owners, establishing what each
ownership class gets paid in the hypothetical sale follows.
These values are found from an accounting of a company’s
outstanding higher equity instruments, including:
Conversion rights of debt instruments
Conversion rights of higher forms equity
Outstanding Options
Vested Options
“In the money” Options on the grant date

THE OTHER BAR NOTICE
Meets at noon on the first and third Tuesdays of the month at 330 E. Carrillo St. We are a state-wide
network of recovering lawyers and judges dedicated to assisting others within the profession who
have problems with alcohol or substance abuse. We protect anonymity. To contact a local member
go to http://www.otherbar.org and choose Santa Barbara in “Meetings” menu.
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This waterfall analysis assesses convertible notes, preferred stock(s) and restricted stock in order to determine the equity
value remaining in the common stock. Waterfall analysis refers to the order in which cash proceeds from a sale are distributed to different classes of equity based on the contractual obligations of the original investment. Traditional waterfall
structure pays the convertible debt first, preferred equities next, with the common stock being valued at the excess worth
over these higher priority obligations of the firm.
Common stock price is then determined by dividing its value by the number of common shares. The most common
measure of share price used for option grants is based on a fully diluted value. Management defines whether fully diluted
value includes the entire set of authorized options, or only the issued options.
Let’s look at a simple illustration with $5 million in equity value, preferred stock with a liquidation preference of $1
million, and some stock options. A waterfall analysis gives:

ABC Company
Current Value of Equity
$ 5,000,000
Liquidation
Preference
FMV
Exercise Price
Preferred
$ 1,000,000 $ 1,000,000
2.00
Available to Common
$ 4,000,000
Common Stock Options
0.50
Totals

Shares
500,000
1,000,000
150,000
1,650,000

Current Value
$ 1,515,152
$ 3,030,303
$
454,545
$ 5,000,000

Price Per
Share
$3.03
$3.03
$3.03
$3.03

Because the equity value is above conversion price for the preferred stock, and the options are in-the-money, all classes
have value, and the diluted equity is $3.03 per share.
But Current Value Doesn’t Capture the Future Exit Value! Proponents of OPM suggest that a ‘current value’ business
valuation using the above method misses an element of value, so they allocate value between equity classes differently.
They account for the unknowns of a future exit by using a theoretical model to fix the strike price for each equity block.
Applying probabilities from perfect market theory, OPM apportions value at the thresholds that place each equity block
in-the-money. It simulates the equity structure as a combination of call options in order to capture futuristic variations of
the market using the Merton-Black-Sholes differential equation (M-B-S).
Using the ABC company again, the participation breakpoints of value are at $1 million, $1.5 million and $3.3 million.
The preferred stock controls pay-out up to a $1 million acquisition, common stock participates above $1 million and
the options participate above $1.5 million and the preferred coverts to equity at $3.3 million. An example of the M-B-S
calculation results in:

ABC Company
Current Value of Equity
$ 5,000,000

OPM
Preferred
Common
Options

Value from
Value from
$1.0MM to
$1.5MM to
Value up to
Value Over
$1.5MM
$3.3MM
$1.0MM Exit
$3.3MM
$
900,000
$ 1,125,000
$
$
75,000 $
325,000 $ 2,200,000
$
$
75,000 $
300,000

Shares
500,000
1,000,000
150,000
1,650,000

$
$
$
$

Total
2,025,000
2,600,000
375,000
5,000,000

Price Per
Share
$4.05
$2.60
$2.50
$3.03

The M-B-S equation back-solves for the pre-defined strike prices (break points in the waterfall) using the four key
determinants of an option’s price: call price, volatility, time to expiration, and short-term (risk free) interest rate. These
metrics come from a comparable public company selected by the valuator to represent the Subject. See that the total
April 2017
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equity remains the same, but is simply re-allocated among classes.
In this example, OPM reduces current value of the common stock 14% from $3.03 to $2.60. Here is a different variation
where the preferred claim is greater than equity, so the common stock is underwater at the valuation date, and has zero
current value. M-B-S raises the common stock value in this instance. Current value allocates equity this way:

ABC Company
Current Value of Equity
$ 5,000,000
Liquidation
Preference
Preferred
$ 6,500,000
Available to Common
$
Common Stock Options
Totals

-

Fully Diluted
Exercise Price Share Price
Shares
5.00
3.03
500,000
3.03
1,000,000
6.00
3.03
150,000
1,650,000

Current
Price Per
Value
Share
$ 5,000,000
N/A
$
$0.00
$
$0.00
$ 5,000,000
N/A

OPM gives us:

ABC Company
Current Value of Equity
$ 5,000,000

OPM
Preferred
Common
Options
Totals

Value from
Value from
$9.0MM to
Value up to $6.5MM to
Value Over
Price Per
$9.9MM
$6.5MM Exit $9.0MM
$9.9MM
Share
Shares
Total
2,600,000
0
60,000
280,000
500,000
2,940,000
$5.88
0
800,000
60,000
1,100,000
1,000,000
1,960,000
$1.96
0
0
0
100,000
150,000
100,000
$0.67
1,650,000
5,000,000
$3.03

In this case, OPM increases the current value of common stock from $0 to OPM Value of $1.96.
Here is the issue: Carrying out the OPM allocation changes the stock strike value from Fair Market Value to a different standard of value - a speculative standard of value. This speculative value is based on introducing a market for the
individual equities as if they could be sold separate from the others. This switches the actual environment in which the
company equities are sold to a unique market of public stocks.

False OPM Assumptions. The primary false assumption of OPM for most companies is the presumption of
an exit event at a future date. This is clearly a hypothetical condition added to the problem definition, not a true
circumstance.
Second, OPM switches markets. The actual market of
buyers for control interests is replaced by public markets
for minority interests. Public markets are unique to around
3700 companies, and do not reflect the 30,000,000 private
companies and how they transfer in a sale. Since private
common shares are subject to action of the controlling
shareholder(s), the characteristics of the M&A market
where transfer is expected to occur are lost.
OPM then assumes a variation in possible exit values
based on the liquidity of substitute minority interests. It
24

does not address the ‘why’ behind the size of a possible
exit event, it simply applies market volatility, or trading variance. Statistically, it adjusts relative values with
a log-normal probability distribution. This substitution
has no identifiable connection to the company’s ability to
achieve performance levels that would warrant a range of
exit values.
The fourth false assumption is that by simply keeping
the total equity fixed, that the result of OPM supports a
FMV standard. But OPM changes this premise, and we’ll
discuss this further.
OPM Impacts on The Valuation Problem. Implicit in
OPM are a number of changes to the valuation problem.
Multiple conflicts exist with OPM and current valuation.
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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Change in Valuation Subject
Comparing discrete equity blocks relative to one another
has the effect of shifting the subject of valuation from the
company to the discrete classes of equity. OPM has the effect
of de-linking the equity interests from each other as it shifts
the subject of valuation to partial interests.
Applying simple probability theory separates equity
classes but leaves them otherwise undifferentiated. In fact,
these interests have features beyond their trading value.
They are not homogenous, but have differing control
capacities and ability to be sold. Some interests have strategic influence, some do not. Some have dividends, some
do not. This diversity is an important value consideration.
So, moving to the equity block as the subject of valuation
becomes a much more complex problem than simply applying market volatility. Using a simple formula adjustment
begs the question, even if it is calculus.

Even if we believe the equity values found with OPM are
germane, the shift to equity blocks and future possibilities
demands better definition and more sophisticated scrutiny
than OPM alone. Once we shift to partial interests, we must
also deal with other features of the securities. So, another
important consideration is the type II error – the omissions
of OPM.
In next month’s issue, we will look at OPM’s omissions, regulatory issues, setting of strike prices and the effect on stakeholders.
James Lisi is a Certified Valuation Analyst located in Santa Barbara, California with over fourteen years valuation experience. His
valuations focus on closely-held companies and asset holding entities for tax reporting, while his advisory services support start-up
growth companies, transfers and other projects for company owners. He can be reached at james.lisi@americanvaluemetrics.com.

Shift in Valuation Date
Applying probabilities based upon a future liquidity
event, moves the valuation date from the present to an
arbitrary future date.
Market
Another alteration is replacement of the hypothetical
FMV prudent investor having the capability to acquire the
company, with a faceless market. OPM itself is an attempt
to move the analysis from FMV to market value. Real transaction data for private companies is lumpy, intermittent.
For most, price is stable for periods of time, not fluctuating
as OPM suggests.

LITIGATION
ASSOCIATE
Mullen & Henzell L.L.P., an AV-rated 20+ attorney
firm located in downtown Santa Barbara, is seeking
a litigation associate with 3-5 years’ experience for
litigation practice emphasizing business, contract
and tort disputes, real estate, partnerships, employment and trusts and estates. Candidates must have
strong analytical, writing and communication skills
and have attended a top-rated law school.

Common Sense
In the actual market, company sales of equity are often
made to early stage angel investors and venture capital
companies. These prudent, knowledgeable investors avoid
common stock. They buy preferred stock with hedges
against business failure, dividends and board seats. This
pattern points to a reduction in value for common stock,
and a premium for the preferred interests. OPM often has
the opposite effect, which is counter to common sense.

Please send resume and cover letter to:
Deborah K. Boswell, Esq.
Recruiting Partner
Mullen & Henzell L.L.P.
112 E. Victoria Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Email: Recruit@mullenlaw.com
www.mullenlaw.com

Accounting Practice
As the focus switches to the exit event, we also mismatch
future values with present values. This violates accrual
accounting principles. In accrual systems, revenue is recognized when it is earned. This is a foundational practice used
to avoid misrepresentations. The fact is that no future value
can be earned, so OPM violates core accounting principles
necessary to avoid distortions of fact.
April 2017
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Classifieds
• Price, Postel & Parma LLP, a long-established Santa Barbara
law firm, seeks a litigation associate with superior credentials from a major law school, 2-5 years complex litigation
experience and a current license to practice in the State of
California. Qualified applicants should submit their resume
and writing sample to Craig A. Parton via email to the following address: cparton@ppplaw.com.

• Two professional offices available for sublease. Month to
month. Has kitchen, bathrooms, parking. $1000/mo. Upper
State Street. Call Maureen Clark for details. (805)965-0043.

LYTEL & LYTEL, LLP congratulates Diana P. Lytel for being honored
by the nation’s preeminent regional
defense organization, the Association
of Southern California Defense Counsel (ASCDC), with the President’s
Award. Each year, the president of
ASCDC selects one member to receive
the President’s Award. The ASCDC
chose Diana for this award in recognition for her years of service with the
ASCDC and for all that she has done as
a board member of the organization.
Diana Lytel was also recognized by
Super Lawyers as a 2017 Rising Star
for the third year in a row, representing an elite 2.5% group of practicing
attorneys in America.
If you have news to report, Santa Barbara
Lawyer invites you to “Make a Motion!”
Send one to two paragraphs for consideration by the editorial deadline to our Motions editor, Mike Pasternak at pasterna@
gmail.com. If you submit an accompanying
photograph, please ensure that the JPEG or
TIFF file has a minimum resolution of 300
dpi. Please note that the Santa Barbara
Lawyer editorial board retains discretion
to publish or not publish any submission
as well as to edit submission.
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Legal Marketing
Using Cost Per Case
By Deanna Power

E

very attorney understands the importance of using marketing to develop their practice and the
firm’s client base. Whether you practice at a large
downtown law office, or are a solo practitioner, marketing
and new client acquisition are extremely important for both
present and future success in a highly competitive field.
Even the largest firms don’t have a bottomless marketing
budget, so it’s important to know which initiatives actually
contribute to the company’s bottom line and which ones are
better left as a “one time only” campaign. With the myriad
of marketing opportunities available for a law firm, is there
any way of measuring how many new clients a marketing
endeavor has brought in? If you calculate your cost per case,
or CPC, the answer is yes.

What is Cost Per Case and How is It Applied?
The CPC formula lets you evaluate the reasonable profitability of an advertisement or campaign by taking the
amount spent on it and dividing the total by the number
of new claimants who signed on while it was in effect:
Dollar Amount Spent / New Client Total = CPC
Your CPC can be used to estimate the success of traditional marketing mediums such as broadcast commercials,
print ads, and outdoor signage such as billboards. If one ad
costs your firm $1,000 to sign a new case, and another costs
just $300 per claimant, it becomes strikingly clear which
legal marketing channel is more profitable.

Billboards: A Common Platform for Attorneys
Billboards have been selling goods and services of all
types since the early 1830s. In two hundred years they
have progressed from wall posters to huge panoramas that
dominate Times Square and are viewed by thousands of
people every day, making them a popular choice among
attorneys and law firms hoping to build brand awareness
and become well known within a community.

bara County, for example,
the large billboard along
Highway 101 between
Santa Barbara and San Luis
Obispo gets an average of
154,000 views a week and
costs up to $3,500 to rent
for a four-week period.
This is a lot more expensive than most print ads,
but could be well worth
the price in terms of new
client volume that results.
*Source: Lamar.com
Deanna Power
For billboards, an average conversion rate might
be 0.002%. An outdoor sign with 154,000 weekly views
could potentially entice 31 potential new clients to your firm
every week. This doesn’t mean you’ll get 31 new clients in
a week: Not every case will be pursuable, and you’ll likely
turn away many inquiries. Even if only three of those initial
31 ended up becoming claimants, that’s the equivalent of
12 new clients over the four-week period that the billboard
is in use. Divide $3,550 by 12 and you have a cost per case
of around $292.

Evaluating Your Efforts After Calculating Your CPC
Is $292 a good CPC? This will depend entirely on your
firm’s area of law. If you are a personal injury attorney who
averages around $15,000 per settlement, a CPC of $292 is
excellent value. On the other hand, some bankruptcy attorneys make just $1,000 or less per settled claim. A CPC of
$292 would be far too expensive for a bankruptcy attorney
to pursue in most cases. As a general rule, if your CPC
does not exceed 15% of an average settlement, the type
of marketing you’re investing in can soon cover its original
investment cost and generate a hearty profit.

“How did you Learn About our Firm?”

What’s the Cost of a Billboard?

This is the most important question you can ask anyone
who reaches out to your law firm. Unless you can accurately
attribute a new client to the source from which he or she
found your firm, you’ll never know which marketing channel you should invest in. You may be surprised by which
channels are most profitable for your firm.

Billboard rental costs generally depend on the size and
type of billboard (for example, static vs. digital), as well as
location. Signs positioned along major highways or in the
center of a downtown district will cost more, but the volume of exposure can be worth it. If your firm is in Santa Bar-

Deanna Power is a digital marketer specializing in search engine
optimization. She works for eGenerationMarketing, one of the
nation’s largest legal lead generation providers. She can be reached
at deanna@egenerationinc.net.
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2017 SBCBA A NNUAL BBQ
AT

449 S AN Y SIDRO R D , M ONTECITO , CA 93108

The Santa Barbara County Bar Association invites Members, Guests &
Family to our Annual Bar-BQ!!
When: 5:00 pm, Friday, June 16, 2017
Where: Manning Park, Area 9
Come kick off your summer with the SBCBA! With its beautiful Montecito creek side
environment, Manning Park is the ideal location to mingle with fellow attorneys and
judiciary while enjoying delicious BBQ. Master chef-attorneys Rusty Brace and Mack
Staton will be helming the grill, and drinks will be poured by expert mixologist Will Beall,
including fabulous wines donated by Joe Liebman.
• $40 per SBCBA Member/ $50 per Non-SBCBA Members (After June 2nd: $50/$60)
• $20 per Law Students, New Attorneys (0-3 years) & Public Interest Attorneys (After June 2nd: $30)
• Children 12 and under: $5

Call (805)569-5511 to pay via credit card
Mail checks to: Santa Barbara County Bar Association, 15 W. Carrillo St. Ste. #106,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE! CONTACT US AT
DIRECTOR@SBLAW.ORG FOR MORE INFORMATION
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San Marcos High
School Mock Trial
Team Advances to
State Competition
By Jeff Chambliss, SBCBA President-Elect

T

he San Marcos High School Mock Trial Team
defeated Dos Pueblos High School in a close competition on Saturday, March 4, at the Santa Barbara
County Courthouse. San Marcos will represent Santa
Barbara County at the State Mock Trial competition in
Riverside March 24-26. The winner of the state event will
then move on to the national finals.
Eight teams from seven schools throughout Santa Barbara
County competed in the 34th annual Mock Trial competition, which began Feb. 25. Participating high schools were
Cabrillo, Carpinteria, Dos Pueblos (two teams), Laguna
Blanca, San Marcos, Santa Barbara, and Santa Ynez Union.
The Mock Trial competition is designed to immerse high
school students in key concepts of the law, the Constitution,
and the U.S. legal system. The students study case law, read
broadly and critically, and build evidence-based arguments
and counter arguments. They prepare to be grilled not only
by their formidable competitors, but also by sitting judges
who challenge their thinking.
On Feb. 25, two rounds of competition resulted in four
high school teams — two from Dos Pueblos and one each
from San Marcos and Santa Barbara high schools — progressing to the semifinals and finals that were held March
4. Judge Brian Hill, a long-time advocate for Mock Trial
competition, presided over the morning semifinal round,
along with Judge Kay Kuns and attorneys Sue McCollum
and John Thyne. Judge Patricia Kelly and local attorney
Steve Amerikaner presided over the final round.
Prior to announcing that San Marcos had taken the title,
Judge Kelly shared a very inspirational message for the students about her own experience as a long-time supporter of
Mock Trial, beginning in high school as a participant, and
as a Mock Trial coach, scorer, and ultimately as a presider.
The San Marcos team was also presented a $2,500 check
from the Santa Barbara County Bar Association to help
with the travel costs associated with the state tournament
later this month. Last year in addition to donating the funds
for travel costs, the Bar Association made a sizable donation to help send the State Champion Dos Pueblos High
School team to the National Championship. Bar AssociaApril 2017

tion member attorneys also donated hundreds of volunteer
hours to coach the teams and over fifty local attorneys and
judges presided and scored the competition over the two
weekends.
Other presiders for the two weekends of competition
included Judge Thomas P. Anderle, Judge Clifford Anderson,
Judge Michael Carrozzo, Judge Donna Geck, Judge Pauline
Maxwell, Judge Raimundo Montes De Oca, and retired
Judge George Eskin, along with Tom Hinshaw, Commisioner Von Deroian, Benjamin Ladinig, and Jeff Chambliss.
Local attorney Danielle DeSmeth once again headed up
the volunteer scorers’ training, and over 50 local attorneys
volunteered their time over the two weekends to hear and
score the trial.
“We congratulate the winning team from San Marcos,
and we are grateful for the skill, commitment, passion, and
generosity of all the community partners who made this
competition possible for the Mock Trial participants,” said
County Superintendent of Schools Bill Cirone, whose office
sponsors the competition with the Santa Barbara Superior
Court and the Constitutional Rights Foundation. “These
young men and women develop lifelong critical thinking
skills along with lifetime memories, and we truly appreciate
all that these volunteers do to enrich our students’ educational experience.”
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The Intellectual Property/Technology
Business Section and In-House Counsel
& Corporate Law Section of the Santa
Barbara County Bar Association present:
Cybersecurity 2017: Or, You’ve Been
Hacked and You Don’t Know It!
What security threats are lurking in cyberspace for your
firm and your clients? How can you protect your own
data and that of your clients? What steps can you take to
avoid a security breach, and to reduce liability if a breach
happens? Join us to discuss digital vulnerabilities you
know about, and to learn about those you and your clients
may not have considered.

Speaker
Kenneth May, CEO of Swift Chip and Certified
Ethical Hacker
Ken May is founder and CEO of Swift Chip, Inc., a
managed information technology services provider with
offices in Santa Monica and Ventura. He is a Certified
Ethical Hacker and an Information Security and Compliance Auditor, qualified to assess the security of computer systems. Ken has been honored with the SMB 150
Award, given to the most influential information technology professionals worldwide. He holds numerous
certifications from HP, Microsoft, Cisco, Intel, Symantec,
Dell, and other tech companies. Ken brings an interesting background to his work: he earned his bachelor’s degree at Thomas Aquinas College and a master’s degree at
Santa Barbara College of Oriental Medicine.

Date and Time
Wednesday, April 19, 12 Noon

Location
Santa Barbara College of Law, Room 1, 20 East Victoria
Street, Santa Barbara

Reservations
Reserve via email to Chris Kopitzke,
Chair of Intellectual Property/Technology Business Section, by Friday, April 14, ckopitzke@socalip.com

Cost and Payment
$25.00 – includes lunch
Mail checks by Friday, April 14, payable to Betty Jeppesen, Chair of In-House Counsel & Corporate Law Section, 2000 State Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

MCLE
One hour credit applied for
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2017 SBCBA SECTION HEADS
Alternative Dispute Resolution

Employment Law

David C. Peterson
davidcpeterson@charter.net

Alex Craigie
alex@craigielawfirm.com

441-5884

Bench & Bar Relations:

Mandatory Fee Arbitration
845-1752

Estate Planning/Probate

Stephen Dunkle
sdunkle@sangerswysen.com

962-4887

Tim Deakyne
tdeakyne@aklaw.net

963-8611

Family Law

Civil Litigation
Mark Coffin
mtc@markcoffinlaw.com

248-7118

Criminal
Catherine Swysen
962-4887
cswysen@sangerswysen.com

Debtor/Creditor
Carissa Horowitz
cnhorowitz@yahoo.com

708-6653

Matthew Long
254-4878
matthewjlong@santabarbaradivorcelaw.
com

Eric Berg
eric@berglawgroup.com
Michael Brelje
gmb@grokenberger.com
Naomi Dewey
ndewey@BFASlaw.com

In House Counsel/Corporate Law
Betty L. Jeppesen
jeppesenlaw@gmail.com

Taxation
845-3434

Peter Muzinich
pmuzinich@rppmh.com
Cindy Brittain
Cdb11@ntrs.com

For information on upcoming MCLE events,
visit SBCBA at http://www.sblaw.org//

Mediating Solutions since 1998
Mediator • Arbitrator • Discovery Referee

“There is no better
ambassador for the
value of mediation than
Henry Bongiovi.”

HENRY J. BONGIOVI

AV Preeminent Rating
(5 out of 5)
AVVO Rated ‘Superb’
(10 out of 10)

Conducting Mediations
throughout California
805.564.2115
www.henrybongiovi.com
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966-7422

963-0755
898-9700

963-9958

Intellectual Property

BONGIOVI MEDIATION

965-7746

Real Property/Land Use
Josh Rabinowitz
jrabinowitz@fmam.com
Bret Stone
bstone@paladinlaw.com

Christine Kopitzke
ckopitzke@socalip.com

708-0748

966-2440
695-7315
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For your Real Estate needs, choose
carefully and choose experience!

“I’ve been a Lawyer for 24 years and a Real Estate Broker with
my own company for over 20 years.”
“As a real estate company owner beginning my 20th year of serving Santa Barbara, I look
forward to helping you buy or sell real estate property, and as always, personally dedicating
myself to striving for excellence in every transaction.”

Over $600,000,000 Sold Since 2000
Among the top 10 agents in Santa Barbara
(per MLS Statistics in Gross Sales Volume)

Gary Goldberg

Real Estate Broker • Licensed Attorney
UC Hastings College of Law • Order of the Coif
CalBRE License # 01172139

• Intensive Marketing Plan for
each listing
• Member, Santa Barbara, Ventura,
and Santa Ynez Real Estate
Boards
• Expert witness in Real Estate
and Divorce Matters, and Estate
Planning
• Licensed Attorney, Instructor
Real Estate Law and Practice
Courses at SBCC

1086 Coast Village Road, Santa Barbara, California 93108 • Office 805 969-1258 • Cell 805 455-8910
To view my listings visit www.garygoldberg.net • Email gary@coastalrealty.com
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